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COMPUTER GRAPHICS FOR MULTIVARIATE DATA
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ABSTRACT

The
exploration
of
multidimensional
data
involves the use of a set of empirical techniques which aid in the discovery of interesting
avenues to be pursued in later statistical
analysis.
Data exploration often directs this
analysis.
The availability and power of computers has changed the nature of statistical
work and has made the exploration of multidimensional data more accessible. Graphical methods
constitute one of the main tools for data
exploration, and they are therefore of primary
importance.
In this article, four graphical representation
methods are presented and applied to atmospheric
pollution data for the Montreal region.
These
representations
enable
the
data
from
each
monitoring station to be visualized and grouping
may then be fomed from observed similarities.
RESUl1E
L'exploration de donnees multivariees necessite
l'utilisation de techniques empiriques qui font
souvent decouvrir des avenues interessantes pour
l'analyse
subsequente.
L'exploration
guide
alors
l'analyse des donnees.
La disponibilite
de la puissance informatique a change la nature
du travail statistique en rendant possible l'exploratl(Jn de donnees multivariees.
Les represent.:ttions
graphiques
constituent
l'un
des
principaux outils de l'exploration de donnees et
sont en consequence, d'une grande importance.
Dans cet article , quatre methodes de representat io n graphiques de donnees multivariees sont
introduites et appliquees a des donnees de pollut ion atmospherique de la region de Hontreal.
On peut .:tinsi visualiser les pastes de pollution
et effectuer certains regroupements
partir des
similarites observees.

a

HITRO DUCTION
Graphical representations have been in
use for a l o ng time in seve r a l disciplines. The

usefulness of these methods lies in the capacity
of the human eye to recognize shapes and to
identify
similarities
and
aberrations.
For
example, a
two dimensional cloud of points
reveals at a glance the essential .relationship
between the two variables.
However, in several
dimensions, even projections on different planes
are insufficient to simplify the graphical representation, especially with a fairly large
number of dimensions. Data in more than two or
three dimensions
is therefore difficult
to
grasp. However, the advent of the computer ilas
facilitated the exploration of multivariate data
in general and has, in particular, produced more
accessible graphical representations for such
data.

Data exploration is defined as the set
of empirical techniques applied to data before
the statistical analysis proper begins.
The
purpose of these techniques is basically t o
discover interesting avenues to be pursued in
more detail.
The techniques usua lly involve
summarizing the information through elementary
calculations, tables, diagrams, histograms and
graphs.
They provide a way of establishing
intimate contact with the raw data and of learning about it.
Data exploration often orients
statistical analysis, and graphical methods are
therefore of primary importance.

There are two main classes of g r aphical methods for multivariate data. Some methods
are mainly used in the context of a geo metri c
structure or statistical model followin g dat .:t
analysis. All factor analysis methods belong to
this class.
Other methods a re used mainly at
the exploratory st age to represent r aw data.
This paper discusses only this latter class of
methods.

Any g raphical repr ese nt .:t tion should
have certain of the followin g qualities: it
should
communicate
information
easily
and
r a pid e ly, help the reader to understand th e
information, produce a g reat e r impact when the
inEo rmat ion is more impo rt a n t, have a mnemon ic
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effect, in the sense that important information
should be retained by the reader, be simple,
compact and attractive, be clear, precise and
without distorsion, be quickly and easily ' comprehensible,
be
constructed
using
standard
forms, allow the representation of a large number of dimensions simultaneously, allow compa,risons and groupings.

There are many graphical representation methods for raw data. A sampling is listed
here: glyphs (Anderson, 1960), stars (Siegel et
aI, 1971A), faces (Chernoff, 1973; Chernoff and
Rizvi, 1975), curves (Andrews, 1972), constellations (Wakimoto and Tagun,
1978),
profiles
(Bertin, 1967), triangles (Pickett and White,
1966), draftsman's display (Chambers et al.,
1983), weathervanes (Cleveland
and Kleiner,
1974), boxes (Hartigan, 1975), trees (Wakimoto,
1977), trees and castles (Kleiner and Hartigan,
1980).
The interested reader will find other
references on this subject in the bibliography.
All are not, however, cited in the text .

In the next sections, we study four of
these methods in more detail, applying them to
atmospheric pollution data for the Montreal
region .
THE DATA

The data to be considered consists of
measures of the sulphur dioxide concentration in
parts per hundred million (pphm), collected at
various monitoring stations in the lfuntreal
region during the year 1975. The data are collected by the "Services de Protection de l ' Environnement du Quebec" which also provides
summary statistics.
The results are published
in the pamphlet "Qualite de l'air" by the
"Editeur officiel du Quebec" in the form of
monthly tables of hourly or bi-hourly mean concentrations.
The tables also provide 24 hour
averages, monthly means for each hour and their
respect i ve maxima.

The monitoring stations chosen are
sufficiently well geographically distributed to
both adequately cover the territory of Montreal,
and to allow the study of local pollutant
effects.
Since the purpose of this a rticle is
not to study the problem of sulphur dioxide
polluti0n in 110 ntreal but rather to present
certain g raphi cal representation methods, only
monit0 ring stations 1. 12. 13 and 20 will be
represented in the f ()llo wing discussion.
These stations a r e:
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Station
~.

~

He1l!ht above

!!£e of egui£ment

Sea Ground
Level Level

Continuous Seguential

Botanical Garden
Montreal
1125 Ontario East
Montreal

55m

4a

Titrllog

23m

13 ..

Technicon

13

1212 Drummond
Montreal

35m

12 ..

20

525. 9th Avenue
Pointe-aux-Trembles

9m

611

12

Sequential
Beckman 906

The presence of sulphur dioxide in the
air is determined by several methods: some stations are equipped with automatic machines which
register atmospheric gas
concentration continuously,
while
others
have
sequential
apparatus which takes samples every two hours
which then have to be analyzed in a laboratory.

Each pollution monitoring station is
represented by a vector of dimension 17.
The
first 12 components give the monthly averages of
sulphur dioxide concentrations for the year
1975, and the other 5 components are determined
by the relative frequencies of the daily maxima;
component 13: % daily maxima of 15 pphm or over.
component 14: % daily maxima between 10 and 15
pphm. component 15: % daily maxima between 5 and
9 pphm. component 16: % daily maxima of 3 or 4
pphm, component 17: % daily maxima of 2 pphm
or less .
THE STARS METHOD

Let p variables be measured on
n
individuals to obtain n vectors of the form X'
'" (Xl ' •• •• X) .
Using polar coordinates . the
circle is div¥ded into p equal angl es.
This
division defines
p
planar
vectors
whose
origins are located at the centre of t he c ircle.
and whose directions a re determined by the
angles.
For i"'l, •••• p, variable Xi is placed
on the ith vector at a distance from the origin
proport io nal to its size. The p variables are
thus placed in the polar plane. The extremities
of the vectors are then joined t oge ther t o
obtain a polygonal figur e called a star (see
Siegel et aI, 1971A.B).
He obtain n stars.
one
for
each
vector
of
observations.
Similarities a nd differences between the sta r s
may then be detected.

In certaIn pra c ti cal si tuations. the
initial variables must first be transformed t o
ensu re a certain compati bil ity between them.
Sometimes. a variant of this met hod may be useful.
For example. a star co rre sponding t o the
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vector of means might be constructed and then
tranformed into a circle by multiplying each
component of the observation vectors by an
appropriate factor.
Then, the standard deviations might be traced on each vector of the
circle to indicate the dispersion of the variable with respect to the mean.

Figure 1 indicates the arrangement of
variables around a conceptual star, while Figure
2 shows the stars corresponding to the 4 stations described above. For each representation,
components 13 to 17 were
l1l'i

IftIL

When n observations of the vector X' =
(Xl' ••• , Xp) are measured, or in other words, p
variables ate measured for n individuals, each
of the n observation vectors is represented by
a - function of the form
Xl
fx(t)+ X sint + X3 cost + X4 sin2t +
Xs cos2t +

vz-

z

and

its graph is drawn over the
interval
<t< TT.
Thus, n
different curves will be
traced.
It would also be possible to draw the
graph corresponding to the mean of a group, and
then to repeat this for each group studied to
compare these visually.
This method has interesting statistical properties (Andrews, 1972).

-

TT

Figure 3 shows the curves fx( t) for
the stations studied, as a function of the
parameter t, - TT < t< TT. The values of the fx( t)
are somewhat arbitrary but a large value of
fx( t) implies a high level of pollution.
The
vertical axis can be taken as representing an
axis of pollution.

IIU 10-...

R15.

Figure 1:

THE CURVES METHOD

Arrangements of variables around
a conceptual star

~

STRTlON l'

It can be seen here, also, that the
pollution level is low at station 1 (botanical
garden) and high at sta tion 20 (refineries to
the East of Montreal). The pollution levels of
stations 12 and 13 appear to be roughly similar.

STRTlON 12

~~
STRTION 13-

Figure 2:

0 , 'TAn"" u

_....

... ' fTAno. 10

STRTION 20

Representation of certain polluti on
monitoring stations by stars

multiplied by 5 to make
with the others.

them

move

compatible

It can be seen that pollution levels
a re relatively low at station 1 (botanical garden), high at station 20 (refineries to the East
of ~ontreal) while the structures of - pollution
are somewhat similar for stations lZ (Ont a rio
Street East) and 13 (Drummond Street) although
the overall lev el is higher at station 13 than
station 12.

Figure 3:
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Andrew's cu rve s corresponding to
stations 1, 12, 13 and 20
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THE FACES METHOD
Chernoff (1973) proposes the representa tion of a vec tor X' ,. (Xl' ••• , X ) of observations using a human face whose cha~acteristics
are determined by the values of the components.
Each component corresponds to a part of the
face.
More prec isely, the parameters used to
represent a vector of 20 components are as follows: parameter 1: width of the face, 2: level
of ear, 3: height of face, 4: excentricity of
upper face,S: excentricity of lower face, 6:
length of nose, 7: level of mouth, 8: curvature
of mouth, 9: length of mouth, 10: level of eyes,
11: distance between eyes, 12: angle of eyes,
13: excentricity of eyes, 14: size of eyes, 15:
position of pupil, 16: vertical position of
eyebrows, 17: angle of eyebrows, 18: length of
eyebrows, 19: diameter of ear, 20: width of
nose.

The eyes and pupils are drawn as arcs
of circles. The hair, nose and mouth, and outlines are drawn using parameterized curves
(polynomials) (see Flury, 1980).
This method
allows the representation of pairs of vectors of
dimension 18; asymmetry in the face obtained
reflects changes in each component. Obviously,
this also allows the representation of vectors
of dimension up to 36. If the dimension is less
than 18 or 36, as the case may be, some default
values are used.
Hence, n new faces are
obtained, one for each observation vector.
Figure 4 shows Chernoff's faces and
Figure 5 shows the new faces according to Flury
and Riedwyl for stations I, 12, 13 and 20.
Again it is seen that the pollution level is low
at station 1 (botanical garden) and high at
station 20 (refineries to the East of Montreal).
The levels at stations 12 and 13 are comparable
although it is slightly higher at station 13.

The nose corresponds to a triangle,
the ears and pupils are circles. Ellipses are
used for the face outline and the eyes while the
arc of a circle describes the mouth and straight
lines are used for the eyebrows.

(I)
STATION 1

To use this method, each component
must be brought to within a· precise interval to
control the dimensions of the face.
In addition, when the dimension of a vector is less
than 20, some pre-assigned values are used.
Thus, n faces are obtained, one for each vector
of observations.

0

STATION 13

fl) (fy
STATION 12
Figure 4:

Chernoff's faces suffer from the fact
that extreme values of certain parameters
diminish the effect of others (see Chernoff and
Rivzi, 1975, and Bruckner, 1978). Conscious of
these methodological limits, Flury and Riedwyl,
1981, presented a new "Chernoff face" which
allows the appropriate representation of all
observations and also increases the size of the
vect0r considered.
The different parameters used are as
follows: parameter 1: size of eye, 2: size of
pupil, 3: position of pupil, 4: angle of eye,S:
horizontal position of eye, 6: vertical position
of eye , 7: curvature of eyebrow, 8: density of
eyebro w, 9 : horizontal position of eyebrow, 10:
vertical position of eyebrow, 11: upper outline
of hair, 12: lower ou tline of hair, 13: outline
of face, 14 : density of hair, 15: a ngle of hair,
16: nose, 17: mouth size, 18 : cu rv a ture of
mouth.
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STATION 20

Chernofi's faces for stations 1, 12,
13 and 20

ST . 1

~
ST . 13

;

ST. 12

ST. 20

New Chernoff's faces as sugges ted
by Flury a nd Riedwyl for st a tio ns
1, 12, 13 and 20
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chical clustering algorithm and each leaf of the
tree corresponds to a variable •

THE TREES AND CASTLES METHOD

...-_ _ IIAX

In
the
graphical
representations
illustrated so far, the order of variables in
the vec tor plays an important role.
In fac t,
each graphic would look quite different i f the
variables under study were permuted. Furthermore, these graphics contain a certain inherent
correlation structure because of their design.
For example, in Chernoff's faces, the length of
the eyebrows is highly correlated with the
length of the eyes.
Both of the problems mentioned above are discussed by Chernoff and
Rizvi, 1975.
To eliminate these difficulties,
Kleiner and Hartigan, 1981, developed a method
which uses a hierarchical clustering algorithm
on the variables to make them basically independent of permutation effects. This technique
is known as the "trees and castles" method.

First, suppose the variables Xl' "',
are normalized with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1.
The most frequently used hierarchical clustering algorithm is the complete
linkage method with Euclidean distances between
the variables (see Hartigan, 1975). This algorithm is preferred because it tends to divide
the variables into two clusters of the same
size.
The two variables which are closest to
one another are joined to form
the first
cluster. The distance between this cluster and
each of t he other variables is defined as the
maximum of the distances between each variable
of the cluster and the other variable.
The
process is repeated by joining together the pair
of clusters or of variables with the smallest
distance between them, with distance then being
defined as the maximum distance between pairs.
At the final step, two clusters are joined
together to form a single cluster containing all
the variabies.

Xp

For the 17 variables observed at the
14 monitoring stations, the results of the complete linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm
are shown in the dendogram of Figure 6.
The
first variables to be clustered together are
June a nd September; February and l1a rch form the
nex t g roup, followed by max 15+ (component 11)
and July.
The process continues until the
cluster made up of max 0-2 (component 17) and
max 3-4 (component 16) joins up with the cluster
containing all the other variables.

The tr ees method represents each vect()r ()f observa tions by a tree.
All the trees
have the snme t ypology as the dendogram of vari~bles obt ai ned from the comple t e linkage hierar-

~

Im9I!EI
JIMJfr(

DECfItU
IIUOlm

..ue
SEl'TUI8EIt
!lAY

.u.y
/lAX 15 •
DCTCIEft

APRIL
!lAX 1G-14

FEIIIURT
!lARCH
. - - - -_ _ _ IIAX ,...
' - - - -_ _ _ !lAX G-2

Figure 6:

Dendogram obtained by the complete
linkage hierarchical clustering
algorithm for the 17 variables
observed at monitoring stations

Before drawing the graph, the width
and length of the branches, and the angle
between branches must be chosen. The width of a
branch is proportional to the number of var iabIes above that branch. A variable is said to
be above a branch, if the path from the leaf
representing this variable to the foot of the
tree
includes
this
branch.
Thus,
in
our
example, as each leaf has a width of 1, the base
of each tree will have a width of 17, while the
branch supporting the leaves for July and max
15+ is of width 2 increasing to width 3 when tmy
is added (see Figure 7). The a ngle between two
branches at a division point is a linear function of the maximum of the logarithm of the
distance between the variables above these two
branches; the range of variation of these angles
is a parameter which may be determined in
advance.
In our example, the minimum angle has
been set at 50 while the maximum angle permitt ed
is 95 0 •

At each division point, the orientation of the branches must be chosen. The stem of
the tree is defined as the path which begi n s a t
the foot of the tree and at each division f ollows the widest branch until the division point
with two branches of the same width.
The stem
alternates directions at each division point.
At a division point not touching the stem, the
widest branch will bear towards the right for
division points to the right of the stem, or
towards the left for division points t o the l eft
of the stem.
In other words,
the widest
bra nches a re furthest from the stem.
When two
branches have the same width, the choice i s
a rbitr a ry.
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The angle between a branch and the
vertical is proportional to the width of the
branch except on the stem where the angle is
inversely proportional to the width of the
branch. However, the sum of angles with respect
to the vertical corresponds to the angle determined previously. Thus, the stem will tend to be
roughly vertical.
Finally, the length of a
branch is proportional to the average value of
the variables above this branch.

In Figure 7, trees corresponding to
the
four
pollution
stations
studied
are
presented.
Those corresponding to stations 1,
12 and
13 have
been doubled
in size
to
facilitate the visual perception.
Note that in
general the level of pollution appears low
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The
graphical
representation
using
trees is very useful when the variables studied
can be divided into clusters of highly correlated variables.
It is also desirable that the
measures
of
the
variables
be
comparable.
However, this method makes it difficult to compare variables of the same tree even if they are
next to one another. Kleiner and Hartigan, 1981
suggest representing each point by a castle.
This method is a mixture of the trees method and
the profiles method (see Bertin, 1967) and it
allows variables of the same tree to be compared.
It also enables variables for the same
observation to be compared more easily than in
the profiles method.

Suppose that the variables take positive values which are comparable.
Complete
linkage hierarchical clustering using Euclidean
distances on the variables is used to generate a
tree .
This tree forms the basis for the construction of castles. The width of each branch
is set to be proportional to the number of
branches above
it,
the
angle
between
all
branches is fixed at zero, and the order of the
variables is that obtained by the complete
linkage clustering algorithm.

STATION

STRTlON 12

h

STRTION 20
Figure 7:

Representation of stations 1,
12, 13 and 20 by trees

for station 1 (botanical garden) a nd high for
station 20 (refineries to the East of tlo ntr eal).
Although not as high as station 20, the level of
pollution at station 13 (Drummond Street) can be
seen to he higher than that at station 12
(Ontario Street East) .

In the following way, each vector is
represented by a castle: the upper extremity of
a branch is at a distance v from the base where
v is the minimum value of all variables above
the branch minus qd, where q is the number of
branches joining the branch to the variable with
the minimal value, and d is a value to b e
chosen.

The distance between the base a nd the
extremity of the branch containing a single
variable corresponds to the value of that variable, so this branch gives the same information
as the profiles method.
The position of the
other
branches
reflects
the
information
presented by the trees method.
The value of d
must be strictly positive to ensure that the
tree structure is reta ined .

Castles for the 4 pollut ion stations
studied are presented in Fig ure 8.
Note once
more that station 20 (refineries t o the East of
Mont real) shows the highest polluti o n levels
while the lowest levels appear at station 1
(botanical garden) .
The pollution level at
station 13 (Drummond Street) is higher than at
station 12 (Ontario Street East).
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CO NCLUSION

In this article, we have sket ched
several graphical representation methods for
multivariate data. Great progress has been made
since the work of ' Playfair, 1801, one of the
fathers 0 f graphical representation in stat istics.
However all the problems have not yet
heen completely solved.
Development of and
experimentation with new methods must continue,
always keeping in mind that graphics should
provide il simple way of communicating °the informatLon contai ned in a set of data.
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